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Analog vs. Digital 
Digital 

• Involving signals represented by discrete (separate, apart, detached) values 
• EX: “a series of discontinuous terms” or “units” (Manovich, p. 2-3) 

 
Analog 

• Involving signals represented by something that varies continuously 
• EX: There is “no apparent indivisible unit from which it is composed” (Manovich, p. 2) 

 
Misconception: digital is new and analog is old – not the case 
 
Comer Reading 

• Digitization involves representing things on computers 
• 1950s: digital media is a big deal (people have been saying that since then) 

 
Digital Analog 

Related to signals Related to signals 
Can be … 

• Electronic 
• Non-electronic 
• High quality 
• Low quality 

Can be … 
• Electronic 
• Non-electronic 
• High quality 
• Low quality 

Discrete Continuous 
Your fingers – a finger is called a digit  A seal flipper – seals don’t have fingers 
Modern computers Historical computers 
Often numeric 

• Numbers are a way we often make 
things discrete 

Rarely numeric (today) 

May involve binary 
• 1 or 0; on or off 

Won’t involve binary 

Symbolic relation to content 
• Can be arbitrary 

Direct relation to content 
• Conceptual linkage you can trace from 

what is happening to what we hear/see 
• No way to make it arbitrary 

• Digital and analog are very similar 
• Both can be electronic or non-electronic 
• Analog signals are analogous (parallel) to the content they represent 

o EX: wave might be analogous to its volume 
• Digital signals can be arbitrarily related to the content they represent 

 
Video  

• Tuning fork is analog  



• Human voice is analog  
• Sound is often represented as a wave diagram  
• Use wave diagram to represent analog because it represents something that is 

continuously changing  
 
How to go from Analog to Digital 

• Sample: to test 
o Can test wave at different places to see what it is doing 
o Sampling allows us to create a number, which is discrete  

• We usually test at regular intervals  
• Sampling: testing at regular intervals 

o Draw multiple lines and see what the wave is doing over time  
o Turns a continuous thing into something that is discrete  

• Resolution: the frequency of the sampling  
o Called the “sampling rate” in digital audio 
o Low resolution vs. high resolution: higher the resolution, the more samples taken 

§ High resolution = many samples were taken 
§ Low resolution = fewer samples were taken 

o Can see this graphically – less abstract = higher resolution  
§ Image resolution 

• *You are turning something that isn’t numbers into numbers, and that is significant 
• Quantification: to assign a numerical value from a defined range  
• Digital Signal 

o EX: stored on a computer memory 
• Transition to digital slightly alters the shape of the wave – when it is digital, we see the 

wave as more rigid instead of curved 
 
Cardboard Record Player Video 

• Analog device  
• How does it work: 

o The grooves in the vinyl  
• Where is the speaker?: 

o The cardboard flap 
o Because the needle is connected to the cardboard flap, the vibrations from the 

needle transfer to the cardboard  
• Why it sounded like a crazy haunted ghost: 

o Speed at which person was spinning the vinyl record  
o Sometimes it was faster than a normal voice and sometimes it was slower – 

distortions 
 
Microscope Video 

• Microscope looking at a needle on a record player 
• The wave producing the vibrations is seen in the edge of the groove carved into the vinyl  

 
 



Analog Black and White TV Signal 
• Rate tracer: like a laser pointer; points to a particular place on the screen and moves like a 

typewriter; scans line after line of an image 
• Wave represents brightness  

o Spectrum of black to white  
 
Can make images, sounds, etc., with both analog and digital devices  
 
Why Digital is Exciting 

• Because digital is often numeric, we can use math 
• Because digital signals can be arbitrarily related to the content they represent, we can 

change things around  
 
Computability 

• The ability to solve a problem in an effective manner with a computer 
• Aka “programmability” (Manovich) 
• Digital – representations that can be easily manipulated in a computer  

 
Compression 

• Get the red hat, the red hairclip, and the red hoodie (52 letters) 
o Can assign numbers to letters – transform letters to numbers 
o “the red h” repeats 3 times in this image – can change to: 

§ Get *at, *airclip, and *oodie 
§ The red h=*:Get*at,*airclip, and *oodie 
§ Now 38 characters – 27% shorter  
§ Didn’t lose anything, but was able to make code smaller 

• Compression: how much capacity of the system of representation you are using is taken 
up by the thing you’re trying to represent 

• When comparing 2 pictures of buildings, the one with more blue sky space takes up less 
storage space on computer than picture with less sky in it because the sky can be 
compressed, just as the red h was – saves space  
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Pixel  

• The smallest element of a digital image that can be individually processed 
• In analog images, there is no concept of a pixel 

o Separate elements of the image can’t really be individually processed 
 
Computability 

• Example from last class: compression 
• Next example: editing 

o No longer need razor blades and artists with brushes and paint to change an image 
 
Editing 

• Digital representation is arbitrary 



• There are many ways to encode images  
 
Copying 

• Whenever an analog representation of reality is recorded, there is distortion  
• Comer suggests that digital cannot distort things, but that isn’t the case 
• If we copy something that is analog, the material might degrade 

o Running the material through machinery might degrade it  
• Digital equipment wears out too, but if what we are doing is turning things into numbers, 

in some way if you have the same numbers, you have the same thing – it doesn’t matter 
how the numbers are represented  

• When you copy digital media, you can have the same thing you started with 
o Not because equipment doesn’t degrade, but because what the 

image/sound/video/etc. is, you know the numbers (code) and can recreate it 
• Digital technology makes perfect copies possible 

 
Format 

• The organization of something 
• All media technologies have formats 

o Very important feature of media technologies 
• Format doesn’t have to do with analog or digital 

o Analog technologies also have format 
• Format is the technology plus the decisions we make about technology 
• “Format denotes a wide range of decisions that affect the look, feel, experience, and 

workings of a medium. It also names the set of rules according to which a technology can 
operate” – Sterne (2012, p. 7) 

o If you organize something one way, you can choose to organize it another way – a 
range of decisions  

o The decisions you make determine what is expressed 
§ Includes look, feel, experience, how things work, etc.  

• Formats: .mp3, .m4a, .wav., 70 mm, etc.  
o Rules about how things are organized 

 
Advantages 

• Analog: 
o “Granularity”/“Texture” (from the crystals) 

§ Some people might find this pleasant – not biological; we’re trained to 
enjoy it, or we’re trained  

§ Some call this production value 
o Give actors a break (when you change film magazines) 

§ Changes the pace of work 
o Cinematographer very important 

§ “Magicians” 
§ You can’t see what you are shooting/producing  
§ Have to know in their minds what they are filming 

• Digital: 
o Immediate feedback (no need to develop film) 



o Smaller camera (“emotional,” “immediacy”) 
o No need to stop shooting (no film) 
o Editor very important (huge amount of material) 

§ Economics are linked to decisions about format 
• Analog much more expensive  
• No cost of using your phone space 

• Implications: 
o Zombie movies became much more possible with digital – cheaper to produce, 

better special effects 
o Face detection in digital technology and film making  

 
Key Idea: Technology is not autonomous or separate from people  

• Complicated interaction  
 
Raster vs. Vector 

• Both digital formats 
• Many ways to represent images in a computer  
• Raster: pattern of closely spaced rows of dots 

o Has to do with the grid 
o Idea of a grid, and the grid is the strategy you are using to represent the image 

• Vector strategy: in formats – one dealing with geometry  
o Has to do with shapes (that is what we mean by geometry) 

 
 
Sonic The Hedgehog – making it a digital file in 2 different ways  

• First strategy: raster strategy 
o I want to make a grid – put grid over image (this is an example of sampling – 

looking at different parts of the image over and over again) 
o Looking at colors in squares – trying to identify main color: 

§ 1,1: white; 1,2: white; 1,3: white, etc. 
o Can create a grid of pixels –  

§ Sampled, looked at colors, wrote them as numbers, and reproduced 
without the original 

o Pixelated image appears – looks bad because it has a low resolution (our sampling 
rate was very low) 

§ If grid was made with more lines or squares were closer together, it would 
look more like the original image 

• Second strategy: vector strategy 
o Looking for shapes, instead of colors 
o Sonic has a head, and head looks like a circle 

§ Circle: from 25-65% to 15-45% blue (specifying how close edges of shape 
are to axes) 

• Using these percentages instead of a grid  
• Can identify major color is circle as blue  

o Could just detect shapes, lines, ellipses, colors 
o … 25-65% to 15-45% blue, oval from …  


